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The ‘‘trace formula’’ of Chazarain, Duistermaat, and Guillemin expresses that the
singularities of the distribution trace of the wave group on a compact Riemannian
manifold X is included in the set of periods of the geodesic flow restricted to S*X.
Most of the objects involved in this trace formula have analogues in Connes’ Non-
commutative Geometry. This paper shows, on several significant examples of Non-
commutative Geometry, that Connes’ definition of geodesic flow leads to statements
analogous to the classical trace formula of Chazarain, Duistermaat, and Guillemin.
 1998 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Let X be a compact connected smooth Riemannian manifold endowed
with a Hermitian Clifford module E [B-G-V, Chap. 3.3]. Let D be a self-
adjoint Dirac type operator acting on the L2-sections of E and denote by
_1t the geodesic flow on the unitary cotangent bundle S*X of X. Let
f # C (X), viewed as a multiplication operator on L2 (X). For any fixed
t # R, feit |D| is not trace class on L2 (X); yet one can define a distribution
Zf on R by
t [ Zf (t)=Trace[ feit |D|].
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The following ‘‘trace formula’’ (cf. [Ch, D-G]) shows that the singularities
of Zf encode some geometric information about the Riemannian structure
of X.
Theorem. The singular support of Zf is included in [T # R_’ # S*X,
_1T(’)=’], i.e., the set of periods of the geodesic flow _
1
t acting on S*X.
The key point here is that |D|, being the square root of a generalized
Laplacian, is a pseudo-differential operator of order one with scalar prin-
cipal symbol. In particular the reader not familiar with Clifford modules
and Dirac type operators can replace E by the trivial line bundle on X and
|D| by - 2.
Here are two fairly concrete examples suggesting that an analogous
(more general) ‘‘trace formula’’ should exist in Noncommutative Geometry.
Example 1. The Noncommutative Torus A: . Let : # R and U be the
unitary transformation of L2 (S 1) given by U( f )(ei%= f (ei(%+2?:)). The
Poisson summation formula shows that
Trace[Ueit |(1i)(%)|]
=&1+ :
k # Z
[F (2?k&t&2?:)+F (2?k&t+2?:)], (0.0)
where F (t)=1i(t&i0+) is the Fourier transform of the Heaviside func-
tion. The noncommutative torus A: is an involutive algebra generated
by U and C (S1). This formula shows that the singular support of the
distribution trace (0.0) contains some important piece of information about
A: , namely, :, much in the same way as the singular support of Zf in the
theorem above contains information about the Riemannian structure of X.
Example 2. The Group Algebra C[Z2 < Z2]. Consider Z2=[Id, T]
where T acts on Z2 by T((m, n))=(n, m). To the usual word metric of the
groups Z2 < Z2 is associated the following self-adjoint unbounded operator
|D| on l2 (Z2 < Z2):
\[(m, n); =] # Z2 < Z2 , |D| ([(m, n); =])=(|m|+ |n| )[(m, n); =].
An easy computation shows that
Trace eit |D|=2 \&1+2 :k # Z F (2?k&t)+
2
,
where the exponent 2 in the right hand side is the rank of the group and
the (first) factor 2 is the order of Z2 .
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Some Notions of Noncommutative Geometry
According to Connes a noncommutative geometric space is not given as
a set of points but rather as the algebra of functions on it, under the form
of a noncommutative algebra A (more general than C (X)). More
precisely, Connes’ prescription for a Riemannian structure on the noncom-
mutative space A is a spectral triple (A, H, D) satisfying the following
three assumptions (see [Co1, Chap. VI]):
(A1) H is a separable Hilbert space; D is an unbounded self -adjoint
operator on H such that (1+|D| )&1 is compact. The nondecreasing
sequence of eigenvalues of |D|, counted with multiplicities, will be denoted
by 0*1*2 } } } *j } } } . We shall extend |D&1| # B((Ker D)=) to H
by |D| &1Ker D=Id and abuse the notation |D|
&1 for this extension.
(A2) There exists a nonnegative real d, called the dimension of the
spectral triple (A, H, D) and a positive constant C such that
\n2,
1
C

1
log n
:
n
j=2
*&dj C.
(A3) Let $(T )=[|D|, T] be the standard unbounded derivation of
the algebra B(H) of bounded operators on H. Let
B=[T # B(H) | \k # N, $k (T) # B(H)].
We shall assume that A is an involutive unital sub-algebra of B stable
under holomorphic function calculus in A = norm closure of A in B(H).
Notice that, in this paper, one can forget about D: only |D| matters.
The assumption (A2) allows us to choose a Dixmier trace Tr| (see
[Co1, p. 304] and Section 1). Suffice it to say that one chooses lim| , an
extension to the space of all bounded sequences of the linear form
limn  + , which is defined only on the space of converging sequences; with
this extension of the notion of limit,
Tr| ( |D|&d)=lim
|
1
log n
:
n
j=2
*&dj .
With this Dixmier trace, one also defines on B(H) the linear functional
T [ Tr| (T |D| &d); it vanishes identically on K, the sub-C*-algebra of
B(H) consisting of all compact operators (see Section 1).
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Definition [Co2]. Let (A, H, D) be a spectral triple satisfying
(A1)(A3). For all T # B(H), let _t (T )=eit |D|Te&it |D|. The unitary
cotangent bundle S*A of (A, H, D) is the quotient C*-algebra
S*A=
C*-algebra generated by K _ t # R _t (A)
K
.
For a commutative spectral triple (C (X), L2 (X, E), D), Connes proves
that S*A&C0 (S*X): for any a # C (X) the image, in S*C (X), of
the zeroth order pseudo-differential operator _t (a) is identified with its
principal symbol ’ # S*X [ a(_1t (’)). Moreover, for any b # C
 (S*X)
Tr| (Op(b) |D|&d)=
Tr| ( |D|&d)
vol(S*X) |S*X b(’) d’, (0.1)
where d’ denotes the Liouville measure of S*X and Op(b) is any (classical)
pseudo-differential operator on X of order zero admitting b as principal
symbol.
Our goal is to study, for a large class of spectral triples (A, H, D), the
singularities of the following distribution traces, for all a # A:
R % t [ Za(t)=Trace(aeit |D| ). (0.2)
Specifically, we show in the present paper that these singularities can be
described with the notions of Noncommutative Geometry; in other words,
these singularities contain information about the (noncommutative)
Riemannian geometry of A.
Remark. Let (!j) j # N be an orthonormal basis of H such that, for all
j # N, |D| (!j)=*j!j . Our ‘‘noncommutative trace formulas’’ will ultimately
show that geometric information about A is encoded in the sequences
(*j) j # N and ((a(!j); ! j) H) j # N , where a runs through the set of unitary
elements of A. In the case of a commutative spectral triple, A=C (X),
H=L2 (X, E), and any unitary element a is a smooth function a: X 
[z # C | |z|=1]. Hence (a(!j); !j) #1, so that only (*j) j # N is relevant.
The Standard Traces Associated to Spectral Triples
There is at least one serious conceptual difficulty in generalizing the
‘‘trace formula’’ of [Ch, D-G] recalled above in the language of Noncom-
mutative Geometry. In the case of classical Riemannian geometry (equiv-
alently, the case of commutative spectral triples), the theorem above
explicitly involves the notion of points of S*X (while the proof involves the
notion of points of X). By contrast, there is no universal and natural notion
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of point in Noncommutative Geometry. Instead, our discussion will involve
pure states on C*-algebras, and, for convenience, we recall the
Definition 0.1. Let B be any unital C*-algebra, let P(B) be the set of
pure states of B, and U(B)=[u # B | uu*=u*u=1] (the group of unitary
elements of B). The unitary equivalence class of a pure state  # P(B) is
the subset of [] of P(B) defined by []=[(u } u*) | u # U(B)]. The set
of unitary equivalence classes of pure states of B will be denoted by
[P](B). Given a spectral triple (A, H, D), the action of Connes’ geodesic
flow _t on P(S*A) is defined by
\ # P(S*A), _t ()=(eit |D| } e&it |D|).
This action induces an action, also denoted by _t , of the geodesic flow on
[P](S*A).
In the case of a Riemannian manifold X, a point ’ # S*X is identified
with the following pure state of the commutative C*-algebra
C0 (S*X): a [ a(’). Moreover, any (smooth) function on P(C0 (S*X)) is
of the form ’ [ a(’) for some a # C (S*X).
In the case of a noncommutative algebra A, an element of A cannot in
general be associated to a function on P(A ): see Proposition 2.0 and
Remark 2.1 (Subsection 2.1) for a matrix algebra. Neither can an element
of A be associated to a function on [P](A ) (even an operator-valued
function): the obstruction to do so is explained in Remark 3.9 of Section 3
on the example of the irrational noncommutative torus.
The next proposition (proved in Section 1) lays the stress on two impor-
tant trace functionals, which are crucial in the statement of all our exam-
ples of noncommutative trace formulas.
Proposition 0.2. Let (A, H, D) be any spectral triple satisfying
(A1)(A3). Then, a [ Tr| (a |D|&d) defines a trace functional {A [resp.
{S*A] on A [resp. S*A].
This proposition motivates the following geometric hypothesis, which
happens to be verified for a very wide class of spectral triples (A, H, D).
Geometric Hypothesis (GH). (i) There exists X/P(A ) [resp.
X /P(S*A) globally invariant under Connes’ geodesic flow _t] endowed
with a compact metric space topology and a positive Borelian measure + on
X [resp. & on X ], such that
{A =|
X
, d+(,), {S*A=|
X
 d&(). (0.3)
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(ii) Let j: A  S*A be the canonical morphism. Then for all  # X ,
6()= b j belongs tot X and the map 6: X  X is continuous and satisfies
6
*
(d&)=d+.
(iii) There exists a continuous Hermitian vector bundle E on X such
that H=L2 (X, E), with Hermitian product on continuous sections of E
denoted by ( } | } ). Let E=k1 Dom |D|k and Creg (X)=[ f # C0 (X) | \k # N,
$k ( f ) # B(H)]. Then Creg (X) is a sub-*-algebra of A; for all h and k # E,
(h | k) # Creg (X). Finally, the restriction to Creg(X) of the representation
C0 (X) % f [ multiplication by f (,) in E, # B(H) (0.4)
induces on E a structure of finite projective left Creg(X)-module, made
Hermitian by the restriction of ( } | } ).
In the language of continuous families of Hilbert spaces, one has
H=|

X
E, d+(,),
where E, is the fiber of E at , # X endowed with the (fiberwise) Hermitian
product.
Remark. (a) Of course, for the commutative triple (C (X),
L2 (X, E), D), we choose X=X and X =S*X so that 6: X  X is the
standard cotangent projection. Here is another example: for the spectral
triple associated with the group algebra of Z2, we will choose X=S1_S1,
and X =S*S1_S*S 1 which is not the standard unitary cotangent bundle of
X=S1_S 1.
(b) If the dimension of X (whatever that means) is smaller than the
dimension d of the spectral triple, then, in general, the E,’s are infinite
dimensional C-vectors spaces and the geodesic flow (action on X ) has too
many periods, irrelevant for the purpose of studying the singularities of (0.2)
A typical example is provided by the standard spectral triple associated in
[Co3] to the irrational noncommutative torus.
Notation 0.3 The notation [X] [resp. [X ]] designates the set of
elements of [P](A)] [resp. [P](S*A)] having a representative in X [resp.
In X ].
The Trace Formulas
We expect that the two following statements, Trace Formulas A and B,
would be true for most of the spectral triples satisfying (GH). We shall in any
case check their validity for most of the important examples of spectral
triples.
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Let (A, H, D) be a spectral triple satisfying (A1)(A3) and (GH).
Trace Formula A. For any a # A, the singular support of the distribution
trace (0.2) is included in [T # R | _ # X , _T ([])=[]]. In other words,
the singularities of (0.2) belong to the closure of the set of periods T of the
geodesic flow _t acting on [X ].
The next statement leads to a much more precise result if a is a unitary ele-
ment of A leaving X globally invariant.
Trace Formula B. Let a be a unitary element of A leaving X globally
invariant (i.e., for all , # X, ,(a } a*) and ,(a* } a) both belong to X) and
satisfying the property
\h, k # E, a(h | k) a*=(a(h) | a(k)). (0.5)
Then the singular support of the distribution (0.2) is included in
[T # R | _ # X , _T ()=(a* } a)].
Remark. In the case of a commutative spectral triple (C (X), L2 (X, E),
D), these two statements coincide with the trace formula of [D-G]. Indeed,
in this case X=X, X =S*X, any unitary of C(X) preserves X as in
Conjecture B, and [P](S*C(X))=P(S*C(X))=S*X.
Main Results
Several examples of spectral triples (A, H, D) are studied in Sections 25;
most of them are shown to verify (GH). For each example, the disintegration
H= X E, d+(,) is given first and the space X identified with a subset of
P(A ) so as to prove (0.3). Finally, we give S*A and X .
In Section 1, we briefly recall the properties of Tr| and S*A, prove
Proposition 0.2, and explain the geometrical meaning of (GH).
Section 2 is devoted to the spectral triple corresponding to A=
C(X)MN(C). Here X and X are respectively the union of N disjoint
copies of X and S*X. Trace Formulas A and B are established; yet, since X
is not connected, Trace Formula B is a bit more subtle.
In Section 3, we consider the case of a crossed-product (A=C(X) < 1,
L2 (X, E), D) where 1 is an almost nilpotent group of isometries acting freely
on X, E is a 1-equivariant Hermitian Clifford module, and D commutes with
the action of 1. In addition, we assume that there is no trivial closed subset
of X [resp. S*X] invariant under the action of 1 [resp. and of _1t ].
The reader not familiar with Clifford Geometry can simply consider the
spectral triple (A=C(X) < 1, L2 (X), - 2). Trace Formulas A and B are
established; in particular, it is shown that X=X, X =S*X, and
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S*A=C0 (S*X) < 1. The proof is divided in two steps. First, each # # 1
obviously acts on L2 (X, E) as a Fourier Integral Operator; an easy computa-
tion gives the canonical relation of the Fourier Integral Operator #eit |D|. This
localizes precisely the singular support of Trace[ f#eit |D|]. A second (much
more substantial) step consists in finding a C*-algebraic interpretation of the
previous analysis of the singular support. If one considers the example of
X=S1 with 1=Z acting on S 1 by the iterates of some irrational rotation,
one can check that the Trace Formula B leads to a very accurate localization
of singularities. In particular, the resulting A is the standard irrational non-
commutative torus, and a result due to Brenken [Br] shows that Connes’
geodesic flows acting on [P](S*A) have several periods which do not con-
tribute singularities of (0.2): only the pure states entering the decomposition
of the standard trace on S*A appear in the singularities of (0.2), as predicted
by Trace Formulas A and B above.
Section 4 is devoted to further examples. We first study the case of spectral
triples associated to the group algebras of Z2 and Z2 < Z2 . In both cases,
X=S1_S 1 and X =S*S 1_S*S 1; the validity of Trace Formula B is
checked with a=Id. We then study a spectral triple associated with a class
of Cantor sets (of dimension <1); in this situation Connes’ geodesic flow
leaves S*A pointwise invariant. Yet Trace Formulas A and B may be sharp
since the singular support of (0.2) may, in such cases, be equal to R. The
examples of eit |D| considered in this section are not Fourier Integral
Operators.
In Section 5, we consider briefly two spectral triples associated with a folia-
tion on a compact C manifold X. The first one, (C (X), L2 (X, E), D) is the
spectral triple associated by Connes and Moscovici to a transverse structure
of the foliation, the operator |D| being hypoelliptic in this case (see [C-M]).
Here (GH) is satisfied with X=X and it is found that some points of X are
fixed under _t for all t # R. Trace Formula A is satisfied and is the best
possible statement for in general the singular support of (0.2) is equal to R.
The second spectral triple is associated to the transverse wave equation for
a Riemannian foliation (see [Ko]). We recall Kordyukov’s nice result and
explain that it is consistent with Trace Formula A (notice however that the
algebra A associated to this example is not unital).
Open Problem: Find a general formalism allowing us to prove Trace
Formulas A and B for a spectral triple satisfying (A1)(A3) and (GH).
1. BASIC GEOMETRIC SET-UP FOR (A, H, D)
In this section, we review some of the objects associated to spectral triples
(A, H, D) which are needed in the formulation of our main results.
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1.1. The Dixmier Trace
Let H be a separable Hilbert space, B(H) be the set of bounded operators
on H, and K the subset of B(H) consisting of compact operators.
For all n # N and all A # K, A0, let (*j (A))j # N be the sequence of eigen-
values of A arranged in nonincreasing order and counted with their multi-
plicities. Consider
sn (A)= :
n&1
j=0
*j (A). (1.1)
Obviously, sn (A)=sup [Trace(PAP) | P # B(H), P2=P=P*, rank(P)n],
so that
\n # N, \A, B # K, A, B0,
sn (A+B)sn (A)+sn (B)s2n (A+B). (1.2)
Consider
L1,  (H)=[A # K | sn ( |A| )=O(log n) as n  +]. (1.3)
Let then | be a nonnegative linear functional on l (N) such that, for all
u=(un)n # N
|((u1 , u1 , u2 , u2 , ...))=|(u); if un  l as n  +, |(u)=l
(1.4)
(see [Di, Lemma 1; Co1, p. 305] for the construction of |).
To such an | one can associate a weight (the Dixmier trace) Tr| on B(H)
defined as follows: for all A # B(H), A0,
if A # L1,  (H), Tr| (A)=| _\ sn+2 (A)log(n+2)+n # N&;
if A  L1,  (H), Tr| (A)=+. (1.5)
(Tr| is additive on the positive cone of B(H) because of (1.2)(1.4).) The
weight Tr| extends as a linear functional on L
1,  (H). The ideal of trace
class operators on H is denoted L1 (H). The basic properties of the Dixmier
trace are summarized in the next proposition:
Proposition 1.1 [Di; Co1, p. 306]. (i) L1,  (H) is a two-sided ideal of
B(H) and \S # B(H), \T # L1,  (H), Tr| (ST )=Tr| (TS);
(ii) For all T # L1 (H), Tr| (T )=0.
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By (i), the weight Tr| is a trace on B(H) (i.e., Tr| is invariant under inner
automorphisms of B(H)). By (ii), Tr| is not proportional to the usual trace
on B(H): hence Tr| is not normal on B(H).
There is an important class of examples where the Dixmier trace can be
computed explicitly. Let X be a d-dimensional compact C manifold, let E
be a complex C vector bundle on X, and let 9k (X; E) be the set of classical
pseudo-differential operators of order k on X acting on sections of E.
Theorem 1.2 [Co1, p. 307]. Let A # 9&d (X; E) with principal symbol a.
Then
(i) A # L1,  (L2 (X, E));
(ii) for any nonnegative linear functional | on l (N) satisfying (1.3)
and for any C Riemannian metric on X,
Tr| (A)=
1
d(2?)d |S*X traceE (a(’)) d’, (1.6)
where S*X is the unitary cotangent bundle of X, d’ the volume element induced
on S*X by the metric on X normalized so that d’&meas(S*X)=1, and traceE
the C (S*X) valued trace on E ( pulled back to S*X), normalized by
traceE(IdE)=1.
See [Co4, p. 675] for the proof.
1.2 The Natural Traces Associated to a Spectral Triple
Let (A, H, D) be a spectral triple satisfying assumptions (A1)(A3)
of Section 0. By (A2); |D|&d # L1,  (H); hence by Proposition 1.1.(i),
T [ Tr| (T |D| &d) defines a nonnegative linear functional on B(H).
Lemma 1.3. Let B=[T # B(H) | \k # N, $k (T ) # B(H)]
(i) B is a subalgebra of B(H);
(ii) for all S and T # B, Tr| (ST |D|&d)=Tr| (TS |D| &d).
Proof. (i) Since $ is an unbounded derivation of the algebra B(H), B is
indeed a subalgebra of B(H). (ii) Let S # B; one has
[|D|&d, S]= :
d&1
k=0
|D| &k [ |D| &1, S] |D|&(d&1&k)
=& :
d&1
k=0
|D|&k&1 $(S) |D|&(d&k). (1.7)
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Moreover, for all l, p, and q # N we have
|D|&p&1 $l (S) |D| &q=|D|&p $l (S) |D| &q&1+|D| &p [ |D|&1, $ l (S)] |D| &q
=|D|&p $l (S) |D| &q&1&|D| &p&1 $l+1 (S) |D|&q&1.
(1.8)
An easy induction argument, based on (1.7)(1.8) and the fact that S # B,
shows that
[ |D|&d, S] # B(H) |D| &(d+1)/L1 (H). (1.9)
By Proposition 1.1 and the fact that L1 (H) is an ideal in B(H), (1.9) implies
that
Tr| ([S, T] |D|&1)=Tr| (T[|D|&d, S])=0. K (1.10)
Proof of Proposition 0.2. As recalled at the beginning of the present sub-
section,
B(H) % T [ Tr| (T |D|&d) (1.11)
is a nonnegative linear functional and hence continuous in the norm
topology. By (A3), A/B; therefore the restriction to A of the linear func-
tional (1.11) is a trace according to Lemma 1.3. Hence {A is a trace on A .
Let us prove that {S*A is (also) a trace. Any K # K is the limit, in
the norm topology, of a sequence (Kn)n # N of finite rank operators. For
all n # N, Kn |D|&d # L1 (H), so that Tr| (Kn |D| &d)=0 (by Proposi-
tion 1.1.(ii)). The norm-continuity of (1.11) shows that
\K # K, Tr| (K |D|&d)=0. (1.12)
On the other hand, (A3) implies that the algebra generated by
t # R eit |D|Ae&it |D| is included in B. Applying again Lemma 1.3, (1.12),
and the norm-continuity of (1.11) shows that (1.11) restricts as a nonnegative
trace on the C*-subalgebra of B(H) generated by K _ t # R eit |D|Ae&it |D| ),
which, by (1.12), induces the nonnegative trace {S*A on the quotient algebra
S*A. K
Let us briefly comment upon the decompositions of {A and {S*A given in
(GH). We have just seen that {A (1A )={S*A (1S*A)=Tr| ( |D|&d)=c>0 so
that {A c and {S*A c are tracial states on A and S*A, respectively. If there
exists X1 /P(A ) [resp. X 1 /P(S*A)], compact in the _((A )*, A ) [resp.
_((S*A)*, S*A)] topology and such that {A c [resp. {S*A c] belongs to
the closed convex hull of X 1 [resp. X 1], then, Theorem 3.28 of [Ru] implies
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the existence of a regular Borel probability measure +1 on X1 [resp. &1 on
X 1] such that
{A =c |
X1
, d+1 (,) _resp. {S*A=c |X 1  d&1 ()& .
Notice that in general P(A ) and P(S*A) are not Choquet simplexes, so
that such arbitrary decompositions of {A and {S*A are not unique in general.
However, (GH) contains more stringent assumptions on decompositions
(0.3) which might ensure their uniqueness in most cases.
Remark. Observe that (GH) (iii) implies that
\(h, k) # E_E, (h; k) =Tr| ((h | k) |D|&d)=|
X
,((h | k)) d+(,). (1.13)
This equality is reminiscent of Connes’ Axiom (5) in his definition of
spectral manifolds (see [Co3]) which are a special class of spectral triples.
1.3. The Commutative Case
We finish this section with a short review of some objects of Noncom-
mutative Geometry in the case of a commutative spectral triple.
Let X be a compact C Riemannian manifold of dimension d, E a
Hermitian Clifford module on X, and S a self-adjoint operator of Dirac type
acting on H=L2 (X, E); to these data is associated the spectral triple
(A=C (X), H=L2 (X, E), D), which obviously satisfies (A1)(A3). The
following facts are true (see [Co2])
(A) S*A=C0 (S*X).
(B) Connes’ geodesic flow _t coincides with the restriction to S*X of
the geodesic flow _1t of X, or, equivalently, with the restriction to S*X of the
Hamiltonian flow of the principal symbol of |D| (which is scalar).
(C) [P](A )&P(A )=[$x | x # X] and [P](S*A)&P(S*A)=
[$’ | ’ # S*X].
(D) X=X and X =S*X; + is the Riemannian volume element on X
normalized so that +(X)=1 and & is the volume element induced on S*X by
the metric of X, normalized so that &(S*X)=1.
(E) E=C  (X, E), Creg (X)=C (X), and the C (X)-Hermitian
product ( } | } ) is the fiberwise Hermitian product on E.
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2. THE CASE OF FINITE SPACES AND OF A=C  (X) C MN(C)
2.1 Noncommutative Finite Spaces
Consider the spectral triple (A=MN(C), H=CN, D2) where N # N* and
D2 # B(H) is an invertible self-adjoint operator.
Proposition 2.0 Any pure state of the matrix algebra MN(C) is of the
form a [ (a(!); !) for some unit vector ! # CN. The set P(MN (C)) is iden-
tified with the projective space PN&1 (C), and [P](MN(C)) is reduced to a
point.
Proof. Let , be a pure state of the (simple) algebra MN(C) and let
(6, , H, , 0,) be its GNS representation. We recall that 6, : MN(C) 
B(H,) is such that, for all a # MN(C), ,(a)=(6, (a) 0, ; 0,); in addition
6, (MN(C)) 0, is dense in the Hilbert space H, . Hence, H, is finite
dimensional. Since , is pure, 6, is irreducible: as is well known, this
implies that 6, is unitarily equivalent to the usual representation of
MN(C) in CN (endowed with the standard hermitian product). Hence one
can find a unitary vector ! # CN (#H,) such that, for all a # MN(C),
,(a)=(a(!); !) . Conversely, let ! # CN, be a unitary vector. The state
a [ (a(!); !) is pure since its GNS representation is a representation
(irreducible) of MN(C) in CN. K
Remark 2.1 Thus, very few regular functions on P(MN(C)) are
induced by an element a of MN(C). This follows from the fact that
[P](MN(C)) is reduced to a point. So it may seem natural to take
[P](S*A) as the set of points of a noncommutative spectral triple
(A, H, D). But in the case of a highly noncommutative algebra (as the irra-
tional noncommutative torus, see Section 3) one encounters fundamental
obstructions: see Remark 3.9.
Now, one checks easily that S*A=[0] so that P(S*A)=<. Hence
the set of periods of Connes’ geodesic flow in Trace Formula A is empty.
Trace Formula A obviously holds since L1 (CN)=B(CN), which shows
that t [ Trace[aeit |D2|] is C on the whole real line.
2.2. The product of a Manifold by a Finite Space
Next consider the spectral triple (C (X)MN(C), L2 (X; E)CN,
D1 Id+IdD2). Here (MN(C), CN, D2) is the finite spectral triple con-
sidered in Subsection 2.1 and D1 is a self-adjoint Dirac type operator acting
on the sections of the Hermitian Clifford module E over the compact
d-dimensional Riemannian manifold X. Such spectral triples appear in
Connes’ approach of the Standard Model [Co1].
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The next (easy) lemma summarizes the structure of the unitary cotangent
bundle and geodesic flow:
Lemma 2.2. There is a natural isomorphism S*A&C0 (S*X)MN(C).
Moreover, the geodesic flow (_t)t # R of S*A is given by
\a1 a2 # S*A, _t (a1 a2)=a1 (_1t ) [eit |D2|a2 e&it |D2|],
where _1t is the (classical) geodesic flow of X restricted to S*X
Let (!1 , ..., !N) be an orthonormal basis of CN formed with eigen-
vectors of D2 . Define pure state , j of MN(C) by setting ,j (a2)=(a2 (!j); ! j)
for 1 jN. Since each !j is an eigenvector of D2 ,
\(’, ,j) # S*X_[,1 , ..., ,N], _t ((’, , j))=(_1t (’), ,j). The following lemma
gives the disintegration of {S*A :
Lemma 2.3. We can find a constant C so that for any a1 a2 # S*A,
{S*A (a1 a2)=Tr|[a1 a2 |D|&d]=C |
S*X
a1 (’) d’ :
N
j=1
,j (a2).
As a consequence, (GH) is satisfied with
X=X_[,1 , ..., ,N], X =S*X_[,1 , ..., ,N], E=C (X, E)_CN.
Next, observe that for all a1 a2 # C (X)MN(C),
Trace[a1 a2 eit |D|]=Trace(a1 eit |D1|) Trace(a2 eit |D2|)+F(t), (2.1)
where t [ F(t) is C on R.
So applying Lemma 2.2. and the trace formula of [D-G] immediately
shows that Trace Formula A holds. More precisely, the singularities of the
distribution (2.1) belong to [T # R | _, # X , _T ([,])=[,]]. Now, as in
Trace Formula B, let a # C (X)MN(C) be a unitary element leaving X
globally invariant (in the sense that \ # X, (a* } a) and (a } a*) both
belong to X). If a preserves at least one connected component of X, there
exists j0 # [1, ..., N] such that
[(’, ,j0) # X | _T # R, _
1
T(’)=’]
/[(’, ,) # X | _T # R, _T ((’, ,))=(’, ,)(a* } a)].
Formula (2.1) shows that Trace Formula B is implied by the result of
[D-G]. If, on the contrary, a does not preserve any connected component of
X, then the set in the right hand side of the inclusion above is empty and
Trace(aeit |D|)#0 so that Trace Formula B still holds.
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3. STUDY OF A CROSSED-PRODUCT A=C (X) < 1
Let X be a compact connected C d-dimensional Riemannian manifold, E
a Hermitian Clifford module on X, and D a Dirac type operator acting on
smooth sections of E.
Remark. The reader not familiar with Clifford Geometry can replace D
by the square root - 2 of the Laplace Beltrami operator acting on L2 (X).
Let 1 be a finitely generated subgroup of the group of C isometries of X,
satisfying the following properties:
(i) the action of 1 on X is free and lifts as an equivariant smooth
isometric action on E which commutes with D.
(ii) the only closed subset of X [resp. S*X] stable under 1 [resp.
under 1 and the geodesic flow of X] is X [resp. S*X];
(iii) 1 is amenable and almost nilpotent (see [Gr, p. 60]; or
(iv) 1 is finite.
Remark. As asserted in [B-G-V], Chap. 4, Lemma 6.2, D commutes with
1 if it is associated to a Clifford connection on E that is invariant under the
action of 1.
The following definitions and propositions hold provided that 1 satisfies
either (i)(iii) or (i) and (iv). The proofs are given in the case where 1 satisfies
(i)(iii); the corresponding proofs in the case where 1 satisfies (i) and (iv) are
in general completely similar (with the exception of Proposition 3.4 below)
and will be left to the reader.
In the sequel, a set of generators of 1 is chosen and the associated word-
length is denoted by l. The identity element of 1 is denoted by =.
To these data, we associate a spectral triple (A, H, D) satisfying
(A1)(A3) of Section 0. Here H=L2 (X, E) (the space of L2 sections of E),
and we abuse the notation D to designate the unbounded self-adjoint exten-
sion to H of the Dirac type operator.
Definition 3.1. We denote by C (X) < 1 the involutive algebra con-
sisting of the set
[a=(a#)# # 1 # C (X)1 | \k, N # N
sup
# # 1, l(#)>R
&$k (a#)&L(X)=O(R&N), R  +]
with product and involution defined respectively by
\# # 1, (ab)#= :
#$ # 1
a#$ (b#$&1# b #$&1), (a*)#=a# b #. (3.1)
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The *-algebra A=C (X) < 1 is not a crossed-product in the usual sense
(see [Co1, Appendix II.C]) in the first place because it is not a C* algebra.
However, the C* algebra generated by A in B(H) is a (reduced) crossed-
product: see Proposition 3.4 below.
Let # # 1 and x # X; the notation #(x) designates the image of the point x
by the isometry #, while 1_E#&1(x) % (#, !) [ # } ! # Ex denotes the action of
1 on E. If s is a smooth section of E and # # 1, then
X % x [ U#s(x)=# } s(#&1 (x)) # Ex (3.2)
defines a smooth section of E. If, instead of D, we had considered - 2
acting on L2 (X) then, we would simply have U#s(x)=s(#&1 (x)). For all
# # 1, U# extends as a unitary operator on L2 (X, E) commuting with D, and
1 % # [ U# # B(L2 (X, E)) defines a unitary representation of 1.
Lemma 3.2. The map C (X) < 1 % a [ # # 1 a#U# is an injective
representation of C (X) < 1 in H=L2 (X, E).
Proof. Let a=(a#)# # 1 # C (X) < 1 satisfy # # 1 a#U#=0. Then, for all
R>0,
" :l(#)R a#U#" :l(#)>R &a#&L(X)  0 as R  +. (3.3)
Let x0 # X; since 1 acts freely and continuously on X, there exists for all
R>0 an open neighborhood OR of x0 in X with the property that,
for all #, #$ # 1 such that #{#$, l(#)R and l(#$)R, one has
#(OR) & #$(OR)=<. Hence, for all f # L2 (X, E) supported in OR and such
that & f &L2(X, E)1,
"1OR :l(#)R a#U# ( f )"L2(X, E) =&1OR a= f &L2(X, E) . (3.4)
By (3.3) the right hand side of (3.4) converges to 0 as R  + uniformly in
f, which implies that &1OR a= &L(X)  0 as R  +. Thus one has proved
that a= (x0)=0; since x0 was arbitrary, one has in fact a= 0. Finally, if
# # 1 a# U#=0, then for all #0 # 1 one has # # 1 a#U##0=0, so that a#o&1=0:
hence a=0. K
Set A=C (X) < 1. The spectral triple (A, H, D) obviously satisfies (A1),
(A2). In order to verify (A3) we recall that |D| # 1sc(X, E) (i.e., is a
pseudodifferential operator of order 1 with scalar principal symbol) and that
the principal symbol of |D| is invariant under the action of any smooth
isometry. So, for all positive integer k and a # C (X), $k (a) #
B(H), moreover $k (U#)=0 for any # # 1 (by assumption). Since $ is an
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(unbounded) derivation of B(H), the two properties above and the fast decay
property in the definition (4.1) of C (X) < 1 imply that (A, H, D) also
satisfies (A3).
Soon, A and S*A will be identified with reduced crossed-products in the
C* algebra sense. The next lemma is important in this respect as well as in
the proof of Trace Formula B in the present section (Theorem 3.7 below).
Henceforth, for all # # 1, #* designates the map induces by # on T*X; since
# is an isometry, #*(S*X)=S*X.
Lemma 3.3 For all # # 1,
(i) eit |D|U# and U#eit |D| # I &14 (R_X_X, 4# , E, E) with canonical
relation
4#=[[(t, x1 ; %, !1); (x2 , !2)] | %=|!1 |, (x2 , !2)=_1t b (#
&1)* (x1 , !1)].
(Here |!1 | is the length of the covector !1 for the metric on X, and we have
abused the notation E to designate both the original bundle and its pull-back to
R_X.)
(ii) For all t # R, eit |D|U# and U# eit |D| are Fourier integral operators of
order 0 with canonical relation the graph of _1t b (#
&1)*.
Proof. (i) Theorem 1.1 of [D-G] says that eit |D| # I &14 (R_X_X, 41 ,
E, E) with canonical relation
41=[[(t, x1 ; %, !1); (x2 , !2)] | %=|!1 |, (x2 , !2)=_1t (x1 , !1)].
One must pay attention to the fact that [D-G] works with e&it |D|.
Formula (3.2) shows that U# # I 0 (R_X_R_X, 42 , E, E) with canonical
relation
42=[[(t, x1 ; %, !1); (t, x2 ; %, !2)] | (#&1)* (x1 , !1)=(x2 , !2)].
Since 1 consists of isometries of X,
\# # 1, \t # R, _1t b #*=#* b _
1
t . (3.5)
Together with Theorem 25.2.3 of [Ho], this proves point (i). Clearly (i)
implies (ii).
Observe that the representation of C (X) < 1 given in Lemma 3.2 is not
the left regular representation, which makes the next proposition not entirely
trivial.
Proposition 3.4 A &C0 (X) <r 1 and S*A&C0 (S*X) <r 1.
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Proof. We first give the proof of the second statement in the case where
1 satisfies (i)(iii). By Lemma 3.3, for all t # R and all a=(a#)# # 1 with finite
support,
eit |D| \ :# # 1 a#U#+ e
&it |D|= :
# # 1
eit |D|a#e&it |D|U# . (3.6)
Since C0 (S*X)=S*C (X), it follows from (3.6) that
{ :finite P#U# mod. K | # # 1, P# # 9
0
sc(X, E)=
is dense in S*(C (X) < 1); (3.7)
on the other hand, if finite P#U# # K, then for all # # 1, the principal symbol
of P# is 0 (by essentially the same proof as for Lemma 3.2). This defines a
injective morphism of *-algebras
j: C 0c(1; C
0 (S*X))  S*(C (X) < 1 ),
p=( p#)# # 1 [ :
# # 1
Op( p#) U# mod. K, (3.8)
where the product and adjoint on C 0c(1; C
0 (S*X)) are defined respectively
by the formulas
\# # 1, ( pq)#= :
#$ # 1
p#$ (#$&1)* (q#$&1#), ( p*)#=#*p# . (3.9)
analogous to (3.1). Hence any representation of S*(C (X) < 1 ) defines via
j a covariant representation of (C 0 (S*X), 1 ). Since 1 is assumed amenable,
the definition of the crossed product [Co1, p. 171] and II.C Proposition 3 of
[Co1] show that j extends as a morphism of C*-algebras
j : C0 (S*X) <r 1  S*(C (X) < 1). (3.10)
By (3.7), j is onto. Let now p=( p#)# # 1 # C 0c(1; C
0 (S*X)); by (3.7) and the
definition of j, for all t # R and all #0 # 1 one has, if p # Ker j;
j(( p# b _1t )# # 1)=_t ( j( p))=0, (3.11a)
j((#*0 p#
0
&1##0
)# # 1)=U#0 \ :# # 1 Op( p#) U#+ U*#0=0 mod. K. (3.11b)
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By Theorem 4.15(ii) of [ZM], there exists a unique closed subset F of S*X
such that the closed ideal Ker j in C0 (S*X) <r 1 is generated by
[a # C 0c(1, C
0 (S*X)) | \# # 1, a#=0 on F].
By (3.11a)(3.11b) this closed subset is invariant under 1 and the geodesic
flow. By assumption (ii) on 1, F=S*X which shows that Ker j=[0].
In the case where 1 satisfies (i) and (iv), C0 (S*X) < 1=C 0c(1, C
0 (S*X))
with the product and adjoint defined in (3.9), so that the map j defined in
(3.8) coincides with that of (3.10) and the injectivity is obvious.
This proves that S*A&C0 (S*X) <r 1 if 1 satisfies (i)(iii) or (i) and (iv).
That A &C0 (X) <r 1 is proved in exactly the same manner. K
The next step consists in writing down the disintegrations of trace {A and
{S*A and computing the action of Connes’ geodesic flow on the pure states
in these disintegrations. This is done in
Proposition 3.5 (i) The linear functional {A [resp. {S*A] is the unique
nonnegative trace on C0 (X) <r 1 [resp. on C0 (S*X) <r 1] such that
\a=(a#)# # 1 # C 0c(1; C
0 (X)), {A (a)={A (1A ) |
X
a= (x) dx; (3.12)
_resp. \b=(b#)# # 1 # C 0c(1; C0(S*X)), {S*A (b)={S*A (1S*A) |S*X b= (’) d’& .
(3.13)
(ii) For all x # X [resp. ’ # S*X] let ,x [resp. ’] be the unique state
on A [resp. S*A] defined by
\a=(a#)# # 1 # C 0c(1; C
0 (X)), ,x(a)=a= (x), (3.14)
[resp. \b=(b#)# # 1 # C 0c(1; C
0 (S*X)), ’ (b)=b= (’)]; (3.15)
then for all x # X and all ’ # S*X, the states ,x and ’ are pure and one has
the disintegration formulas with X&X and X &S*X
{A ={A (1A ) |
X
,x dx, {S*A={S*A (1S*A) |
S*X
’ d’; (3.16)
(iii) Connes’ geodesic flow acts on X &S*X by
\’ # S*X, _t b ’=_t1(’) ;
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(iv) for all ’ # S*X, let ?’ denote the GNS representation of ’ ; then,
for all ’, ’$ # S*X, ?’ and ?’ $ are unitarily equivalent if and only if ’$ belongs
to the 1-orbit of ’.
The proof of point (i) in Proposition 3.5 is based on the following
Lemma 3.6. Let P # 9 0sc(X, E) and # # 1. If #{=, then Tr| (PU# |D|
&d)=0.
Proof. Since 1 acts freely on X, it suffices by using partitions of unity
on X to compute Tr| (,PU# |D| &d) for , and  # C (X) in the two
following cases
 supp(,) & supp( b #&1)=<;
 supp(,) & supp()=<.
In the first case, ,( b #&1)=0 so that the principal symbol of
,PU#U#&1 is 0 and by (1.12)
Tr| (,PU# |D|&d)=Tr| (,PU#U#&1 U# |D|&d)=0.
In the second case, write
Tr| (,PU# |D|&d)=Tr| (U#[ |D| &d, ,P])+Tr| (U#,P |D| &d).
(3.17)
The first term in the right hand side of (3.17) is 0 since [|D|&d, ,P] #
&d&1 (X, E)/L1 (L2 (X, E)); the second term is 0 also since ,=0. K
Proof of Proposition 3.5. Applying Lemma 3.6 shows that
\a=(a#)# # 1 # C 0c(1; C
0 (X)), {A (a)=Tr| (a= |D|&1)
[resp. \b=(b#)# # 1 # C 0c(1; C
0 (S*X)), {S*A (b)=Tr| (Op(b=) |D|&d)].
Point (i) then follows from a direct application of formula (1.6). As for
point (ii), the linear functionals ,x and ’ defined in (3.14)(3.15) clearly
are states, and the disintegration formulas (3.16) are obvious consequences
of (3.12)(3.13). The only thing to check is that, for all x # X and ’ # S*X,
the states ,x and ’ are pure. A direct computation shows that the GNS
representation ?x associated to ,x [resp. ?’ associated to ,’] is the
representation of C0 (X) < 1 [resp. C0 (S*X) < 1] induced by the isotropy
subgroup of x [resp. of ’] (see Definition 4.1.1 of [To]) which is the trivial
subgroup [=] of 1 since 1 acts freely on X (see assumption (i)). By
Proposition 4.1.2 of [To], these representations are irreducible, which
completes the proof of point (ii). Point (iii) follows from (1.15) and (3.13),
while point (iv) is a direct application of Theorem 4.1.3 of [To]. K
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Proposition 3.5 shows that the spectral triple (A=C (X) < 1,
H=L2 (X, E), D) satisfies (GH) with X=[,x | x # X]&X, X =
[’ | ’ # S*X]&S*X, d+={A (1A ) dx, and d&={S*A (1S*A) d’ (where dx
and d’ are the volume elements induced by the metric on X and S*X,
respectively, normalized so that dx&meas(X)=d’&meas(S*X)=1).
Clearly, 6 is the (cotangent) projection map S*X  X. With the hermitian
product on E, one has H=X Ex dx, Creg (X)=C
 (X), and finally
E=C (X, E). Observe that formula (1.13) for this triple reduces exactly to
the corresponding formula in the case of the commutative spectral triple
(C (X), L2 (X, E), D).
The next theorem is the main result in this section:
Theorem 3.7. Under the assumptions (i)(iii) or (i), (iv), Trace
Formulas A and B are verified by the spectral triple (A=C (X) < 1,
H=L2 (X, E), D).
The first step in the proof of Theorem 3.7 consists in determining all the
unitary elements in C (X) < 1 leaving X globally invariant.
Lemma 3.8. A unitary element u=(b#)g # 1 # C (X) < 1 leaves X globally
invariant if and only if it there exists #0 # 1 such that, for all # # 1"[#0],
b#=0 on X.
This lemma shows in particular that unitary elements of C (X) < 1
leaving X globally invariant satisfy (0.5).
Proof. Let u=(b#)# # 1 # C (X) < 1 such that, for all x # X, there exists
y # X satisfying
\a=(a#)# # 1 # C (X) < 1, ,x(uau*)=,y (a).
This last equality reads
,x(uau*)= :
#, #$ # 1
b# (x) a#$ (#&1 (x)) b##$(x)=a= ( y)=,y (a).
Hence the summation must be concentrated on #$== which shows that one
of b# (x) and b##$ (x) must be 0 if #${=, that #( y)=x, and that |b# (x)|=1.
Since S is connected, this implies that u is of the form predicted by the
lemma. K
Proof. First consider Trace Formula B. In view of Lemma 3.8, one only
has to study the singularities of the distribution trace Z1(t)=
Trace(aU#eit |D|) on R. Using Lemma 3.3(i) and mimicking the proof of
Corollary 1.2 of [D-G] show that
sing supp(Z1)/[T # R | _’ # S*X, _1t b (#
&1)* (’)=’]. (3.18)
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Applying Proposition 3.5 shows that this statement is equivalent to
sing supp(Z1)/[T # R | _ # X , _t ()=(U*# } U#)],
which is exactly the inclusion predicted by Trace Formula B.
We now turn to Trace Formula A. Let a=(a#)# # 1 # C(X) < 1 and con-
sider the distribution trace Z2 (t)=Trace(# # 1 a#U#eit |D|) on R. Applying
(3.18) to each term in the sum and using Proposition 3.5(ii) and (iii) show
that
sing supp(Z2)
/[T # R | _’ # S*X, _# # 1, _t (’)=’ (U*# } U#)=#*(’)]. (3.19)
But Proposition 3.5(iv) shows that one can recast this inclusion in the form
sing supp(Z2)/[T # R | _ # X , _t ([])=[]],
which is exactly the prediction in Trace Formula A. K
Now let us consider briefly the case where X is the circle S1, 1 is the
group generated by the rotation of angle :, and D=(1i)(%). Then A is
the noncommutative torus A: .
For a generic element a # A: , an explicit computation based on the
Poisson summation formula shows that Trace Formula A is the best possible
statement (cf. Formula (0.0)). Observe that it is necessary to assume that
the unitary element a preserves the set X if one wants a sharper result
than Trace Formula A; indeed one can check this with := 12 and
a=(1- 2)(Id+iU).
Remark 3.9. The irrational noncommutative torus is a highly noncom-
mutative algebra; in this case, the equivalence classes of irreducible represen-
tations are not a natural notion of points. Let R be a subset of P(A :) such
that any class of [P](A :) has exactly one representative in R. For all , # R,
denote by (?, , H, , 0,) its GNS representation. Consider now a family
(a,), # R such that, for all , # R, a, # ?,(A :). In general, there does not exist
a # A : such that ?, (a)=a, for all , # R, unless the a, ’s satisfy >R&1
(untractable) compatibility conditions. Indeed, since : # R"Q, the A : is sim-
ple: in particular the ?, ’s are injective, so that each a, completely determines
a unique element of A : .
Remark. Given any coprime integers d and h, Brenken [Br, p. 274] con-
structs a pure state 9% (d, h) of A : defined by
9% (d, h) \:m, n am, nV
mUn+= :k # Z adk, &bke
i?: db k2eik%.
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He proves that if %$&% # 2?:Z then 9% (d, h) is unitarily equivalent to
9%$ (d, h). One checks that _T (9% (d, h))=9%+Td(d, h). So for all d # N* and
all T # (2?d) Z [resp. T # (2?d)(Z+:Z)] there exists a pure state  of A :
such that _T()= [resp. _T ([])=[]]. But, if d is large enough, 2?d
will not belong to the set [2?k\2?n: | k # Z] of possible singularities of
Trace(aeit |D| ). This phenomenon is highly noncommutative: the singularities
of the trace detect only the action of _T on a small subset of P(S*A) or
[P](S*A), namely, X or [X ].
4. THE GROUP ALGEBRAS OF Z2 AND Z2 < Z2 :
REMARKS ABOUT CANTOR SETS
4.1. The Group Algebra of Z2
Consider the (smooth) group algebra of Z2,
A={ :m, n # Z am, n (m, n) } am, n # C, supm, n ( |m|+|n| )
L |am, n |<, \L>0=
acting on l 2(Z) by the left regular representation. Let |D| be the self-adjoint
unbounded operator on l 2 (Z) given by |D| ((m, n))=(|m|+|n| )(m, n).
Observe that the spectral triple (A, l 2 (Z), |D| ) is naturally isomorphic to
the triple.
\C (S1)C (S1), L2(S1)L2 (S1), }1i

% }Id+Id }
1
i

% }+
and has dimension d=2. Hence S*A&C0 (S*S1)C0 (S*S1). Moreover,
Theorem 1.2 (with X=S1) shows the existence of C>0 such that, for all
a # S*A,
Tr| (a |D|&2)=C |
S*S1_S*S1
a(u, v) du dv,
where in the right hand side a is identified to a function a(u, v) #
C0 (S*S1)C0 (S*S1). Thus, we see that the triple (A, H, D) satisfies the
hypothesis (GH) with X=S1_S1, E=C (S1_S1), and X =S*S1_S*S1;
6: X  X is the product of the two cotangent projections. Clearly, for any
pure state (’1 , ’2) # X =P(S*A)), _t ((’1 , ’2))=(_1t (’1), _
1
t (’2)) where _
1
t
denotes the geodesic flow of S*S1; hence this pure state is invariant under
_t if and only if t # 2?Z.
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Now, one checks easily that
Trace(eit |D|)=\ :k # Z e
it |k|+
2
=\&1+2 :k # Z F (2?k&t)+
2
. (4.1)
Therefore, Trace Formula B holds with a=Id, which is the only interesting
case here.
4.2 The Group Algebra of Z2 < Z2
Let T be the transposition acting on Z2: T } ( p, q)=(q, p). Set
Z2=[Id, T] and consider the semi-direct product Z < Z2=[[(m, n); =] |
(m, n) # Z2, = # Z2]. The product law in Z < Z2 is given by
[(m, n); =] } [(m$, n$); =$]=[(m, n)+= } (m$, n$); ==$].
The action of |D1 |, the operator associated to the standard word length
metric, is defined on l 2 (Z2 < Z2) by
|D1 | ([(m, n); =])=(|m|+|n| )[(m, n); =].
The smooth group algebra
A1={ :m, n # Z2am, nId :m, n # Z2 bm, nT } ( |am, n |+|bm, n | )m, n rapidly decreasing=
is naturally isomorphic to A=C (S1_S 1) < Z2 where the action of T on
S1_S1 is given by T(x, y)=( y, x). The left regular representation of A1
defines a spectral triple (A1 , l 2 (Z < Z2), |D1 | ), with dimension d=2,
naturally isomorphic to
\A, L2 (S 1_S 1; C2), |D|= } 1i

%1 }Id+Id }
1
i

%2 }+ ,
where C (S1_S1) acts by standard multiplication on H and T acts on
( f1 , f2) # H by
T(( f1 , f2))(ei%1, ei%2)=( f2 (ei%2, ei%1), f1 (e i%2, ei%1)).
Observe that [ |D|, T]=0. The proof of the next proposition is left to the
reader.
Proposition 4.1. (i) For all f0 # C (S 1_S 1), Tr| ( f0 T |D| &2)=0;
(ii) For all (%1 , %2) # [0, 2?]2, one defines a pure state ,%1, %2 on A by
\f = f0Id f1 T # A, ,%1, %2 ( f )= f0 (e
i%1, ei%2),
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and there exists a positive constant C such that
\f # A, {A ( f )=Tr| ( f |D| &2)=C |
2?
0
|
2?
0
,%1, %2 ( f ) d%1 d%2 ;
(iii) S*A=C0 (S*S 1_S*S1) < Z2
Hypothesis (GH) is clearly satisfied with X=S 1_S 1, X =S*S 1_S*S 1.
The action of _t on X /P(S*A) is simply given by (_1t , _
1
t ), where _
1
t is
the standard geodesic flow on S*S1. Next, observe that Trace(eit |D|) is
twice the right hand side of (4.1); hence, Trace Formula B holds for a=Id
which is the only case of interest.
Remark. The interested reader can work out other examples: for
instance, for any nonnegative integer q, the group algebra of the Heisenberg
group H(1q) generated by the following two unitary elements of B(L2 (S 1)),
\k # Z, X(eik%)=ei(k+1) %, Y(eik%)=e2ik?qeik%.
4.3. Cantor Sets
Let K/[0, 1] be a Cantor set, i.e., a totally discontinuous compact set
without isolated points and such that 0 and 1 # K.
Let us first recall [Co1, p. 327] the noncommutative geometry of K.
Since R"K is an open subset of R, there exists a unique sequence
(b&j , b
+
j ) j # N of elements of ]0, 1[
2 such that R"K is given by the disjoint
union
R"K=]&, 0[ _ ]1, +[ _ .
j # N
]b&j , b
+
j [; (4.2)
without loss of generality, we assume that (b+j &b
&
j ) j # N is an increasing
sequence of positive real numbers. In addition, we shall assume the exist-
ence of d # ]0, 1[ and L>0 such that
b+j &b
&
j tLj &1d as j  +. (4.3)
Remark. In the case where
:
j # N
b+j &b
&
j =1, (4.4)
the asymptotic equivalence (4.3) shows that the Haussdorff dimension of K
is precisely d.
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To K is associated the Hilbert space
H=l2 (N) l2 (N)& 
j # N
C2 (4.5)
(where the two copies of l2 (N) are orthogonal to each other). The un-
bounded self-adjoint operator D is defined on H by
D= 
j # N
1
b+j &b
&
j \
0
1
1
0+ . (4.6)
Finally
A={a= j # N \
a( j, +)
0
0
a( j, &)+ # B(H) } supj # N } a( j, +)&a( j, &)b+j &b&j }<+= .
(4.7)
Remark. In the definition (4.7), observe that
a= 
j # N \
a( j, +)
0
0
a( j, &)+ # B(H)
iff sup
j # N
( |a( j, +)|+|a( j, &)| )<+;
likewise, the condition on a means exactly that [D, a] # B(H) since
sup
j # N }
a( j, +)&a( j, &)
b+j &b
&
j }=&[D, a]&.
One checks easily that (A, H, D) so defined satisfies (A1)(A3). First,
(A1) holds because sp(D)=[\(b+j &b
&
j )
&1 | j # N]. By the same token
Tr| ( |D|&d)=2L&d, so that (A2) also is verified. Finally
|D|= 
j # N
1
b+j &b
&
j \
1
0
0
1+ , (4.8)
so that, for all a # A, [ |D|, a]=0, which clearly implies (A3).
Also (4.8) implies that
\a # A, eit |D|ae&it |D|=a. (4.9)
Observe that if a # A, then a( j, +)&a( j, &)  0 as j  +. The
formula (4.9) together with Connes’ definition of the unit cotangent bundle
(see Section 0) show that S*A& l (N)c0 (N) (where c0 (N) is the sub-
space of l (N) consisting of sequences converging to 0).
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Since Connes’ geodesic flow leaves S*A pointwise invariant, we do not
check whether (GH) actually holds for this spectral triple; indeed Trace
Formulas A and B obviously hold for they just say that the singular
support of the distribution trace is included in R.
There are however cases where this statement is sharp. Indeed, for all
a # A,
Z(t)=Trace(aeit |D|)= :
j # N
(a( j, +)+a( j, &)) eit(bj
+&bj
&)&1. (4.10)
Choose K so that, for all j # N, b+j &b
&
j =(6?
2)( j+1)&2; let a # A be
such that, for all j # N, a( j, +)+a( j, &)=1. Then
Z(t)= :
j # N
eit(?26)( j+1)2 and sing supp Z=R
as explained at the end of Section 1 of [D-G].
5. THE CASE OF FOLIATIONS
5.1. The Case of a Transverse Structure
We follow closely Section I.2 of [C-M]. Let X be a compact smooth
manifold (denoted by M in [C-M] and V be a v-dimensional integrable
sub-bundle of TX. Assume that both V and the transverse bundle TXV
are oriented, Euclidean, even dimensional vector bundles. To these data
Connes and Moscovici associate a spectral triple of the form (C (X),
L2 (X, E), D). Let (xv , xn) # Rv_Rn be a foliation chart in which the leaves
of V are given by Rv_[point]. For our purpose, we just have to know that
|D| is a hypo-elliptic operator of order one with principal symbol
p$(x, !)=(&!v&4+&!n&2)14, where !=(!v , !n) and n=dim TXV. Let X
be the set (intrinsically) defined in each foliation chart as above by
X =[(xv , xn ; !v) | !v # Rv, &!v&1]. (5.1)
To p$(x, !) we associate a vector field H$p$ on X by the following prescrip-
tion: for all (x, !v) # X and all !n # Rn such that &!v&4+&!n&2=1,
H$p$ (x, !v)= :
v
j=1
p$(x; !v , !n)
xj

!j
&
p$(x; !v , !n)
!j

xj
.
This definition does not depend on the choice of !n . We denote by _1t the
flow on X induced by H$p$ .
Next, using the 9DO$-calculus of [C-M] immediatly leads to
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Lemma 5.1. The commutative C*-algebra S*A is isomorphic to C0 (X )
and Connes’ geodesic flow _t is given by _t ( f ) = f b _1t for all
f (x, !v) # C0 (X ).
Remark. So (GH) is satisfied with X=X and X given by (5.1). Clearly,
every point (x; xv=0) # X is fixed by the flow _t . Hence Trace Formula A
is obviously satisfied and means that for all a # A=C (X), the singular
support of Trace(aeit |D|) is included in R. In general, this statement is
sharp. The interested reader can consider the case of the operator
( |4%41 |+|
2%22 | )
14 acting on L2 (S1_S 1).
5.2. The Transversal Wave Equation According to Kordyukov
Let (X, F ) be a compact Riemannian foliated manifold, equipped with
a bundle-like metric. Let DH be the transverse signature operator acting
on H=L2 (X, 4.(TF=)*) and let _1t be the corresponding geodesic flow
acting on the conormal bundle N*F. The associated spectral triple is given
by (C c (G), H, DH) where G is the holonomy groupoid of the foliation.
Observe that A is not unital. Next, we recall the following nice result due
to Kordyukov:
Theorem [Ko]. For any k # C c (G), the singular support of
Trace(t [ k . eit |DH| ) is included in the set of t # R such that there exists
# # supp k, & # N*r(#) F" [0], with
_1&t(dh*# (&))=&,
where dh# : N*s(#) F  N*r(#) F is the linear holonomy map corresponding to #.
Remark. Thus if we take X =N*F and ‘‘consider’’ that the two points
& and dh*# (&) are unitarily equivalent, we see that this result fits with our
Trace Formula A.
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